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Welcome to Country : Dr Aunty Matilda House

Speaker : Sophie Fisher

TEDWomen Talk : Debbie Millman

TEDWomen Talk : Jennifer Zhu Scott

Performance : Vendulka

Performance : Lucy Sugerman

Retrospective : Emma Colenbrander

TEDWomen Talk : H .E . Ellen Johnson Sirleaf

Speaker : Cindy Mitchell

Performance : Vendulka + Lucy Sugerman

2020 Preview : TEDxCanberra 

EVENT PROGRAM
Registration: 5.00 PM - 6.00 PM
 

Session One: 6.00 PM - 7.05 PM

 

Interval: 7.05 PM - 7.25 PM
 

Session Two: 7.30 PM - 8.30 PM

 

Hosted by: Nina Terrey

Video Production
Partner



Nina Terrey
Nina has been at the forefront of global design thinking for the last decade - including co-design and the
implementation of complex projects impacting organisations and society .

 

As the host , she 'll provide the narrative that ties together the amazing stories of our speakers and
performers throughout the evening .

Dr Aunty Matilda
House
A Ngambri-Ngunnawal elder , Dr Aunty
Matilda House has actively been involved
in local Indigenous affairs since 1967 . In
recognition of her strong advocacy for
education , unity and reconciliation , she
was named the 2006 Canberra Citizen of
the Year . 

Sophie Fisher
Sophie is the Founder and Director of
'Girls on Bikes '  - a free learn-to-ride
program that aims to mobilise , connect
and empower migrant and refugee women
in the Canberra community . 

Vendulka
Look familiar? It could be her recent
appearance on 2019 The Voice . Or it could
be from X Factor in 2012? No? Perhaps it 's
from hearing her dulcet tones in venues
around Canberra where she calls home .

 

About TEDxCanberra
TEDxCanberra is an independently organised , volunteer run , community-based event

operating under licence from TED . 2019 marks a decade of TEDxCanberra , with more

than 120 ideas , 9000 volunteer hours , and a whole lot of love for our community .

Thank you for your support in ensuring Canberra continues to have ideas worth

spreading . 

 

Lucy Sugerman
In 2017 , Lucy became the Young Canberra
Citizen of the Year for Arts and Multimedia
and competed in the 'The Voice Australia ' ,

placing equal third . After the show , Lucy
signed deals with Universal Music Australia
and Universal Music Publishing and sold out
her first headline show at Canberra ’s
renowned Street Theatre .

OUR HOST
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H.E. Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf
As Africa 's first democratically-elected
female president , H .E . Ellen Johnson Sirleaf
led Liberia 's recovery following a decade-

long civil war , and helped stem the nation 's
Ebola crisis of 2014-2015 . Recognised as a
global leader for women ’s rights , President
Sirleaf was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Peace in 2011 .

Debbie Millman
Debbie Millman is an American Designer ,
author , artist and educator , and the host
of the award-winning podcast Design
Matters . Her talk starts with the first
symbols of human society and delves into
how online culture and social media is
changing society 's ability to create
meaning through symbols and logos .

Jennifer Zhu Scott
Born and raised in extreme poverty in
China , AI researcher and digital assets
specialist Jennifer Zhu Scott worked her
way up to become one of Forbes World 's
Top 50 Women in Tech in 2018 .  

Cindy Mitchell
Cindy is a Social Impact Strategist at The
Mill House Ventures Ltd . where she 's
responsible for the development of a
social enterprise support program . She is
also a passionate advocate for civil
society , an author , and a soprano singer .
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SPEAKERS & PERFORMERS


